In [3] , it is shown (Corollary, p. 194 ) that every translator from one programming system for the recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets to another such programming system must preserve every order of enumeration of every r.e. set on infinitely many of the programs which enumerate the set in the given order. It was also conjectured there that for every translator, many sets of cardinality greater than one never have their order of enumeration changed by the translation of any of their programs. In this paper, we show that this conjecture is false, although ' 'nearly" true, and we characterize the orders which can be changed by program translators. Specifically, we show that given any r.e. sequence of effective permutations which permute infinitely many initial segments, we can build a translator which changes every (infinite) order of enumeration by every permutation in this set. On the other hand, if a program enumerates a set sufficiently slowly, then no translation of the program can change the order of enumeration by a permutation which is not of this form. Thus for any translation, many sets (those having only slow enumerations) have all of their enumeration orders preserved modulo such permutations of their initial segments.
In [3] , the vague conjecture that "the only general method of translation is simulation (of the source programs)" is discussed. The results presented here are compatible with that conjecture.
We use without further discussion the notation and the definitions of [3] , and we assume some familiarity with the results of that paper. DEFINITION Let p by a function on the natural numbers, i.e., p: N • N. Then p permutes initial segments if there are infinitely
We first show that, in a very strong sense, translations can change orders of enumerations by functions which permute initial segments. Intuitively, if p is such a permutation, and we want to build a translator τ such that the order < r(< > is the p-permutation of < u we get in trouble if W t is finite since W t may not contain enough elements to complete the permutation called for by p. To overcome this difficulty, we define a "pretranslator" τ' such that W T '(i) Proof. In view of the order isomorphism theorem (5) of [3] , it suffices to prove this result for any of the familiar enumeration techniques, such as Turing machines, in which standard intuitive operations on orders can be performed. We assume such a technique in the following proof. (For the same reason, to prove the result for a translation from one enumeration technique to another, it suffices to have the result for a translation from any one enumeration technique to itself.) First define the "pretranslator" τ r having recursive range as follows: Given i and n obtain the nth element of W τ r {i) by:
( Clearly these instructions are effective and the order padding lemma ( [3] ) for XiW t can be used to make the range of τ f recursive by making τ' strictly monotonically increasing.
Note that if W t is infinite, then W T^t) = W t and < 4 is a p-permutation of < τ r U) . The key observation is that if W t is finite then Wr>u)Q Wt and some initial segment of < t is a p-permutation of <τ>u)-Thus τ' is just the inverse of the translation we want, except that τ f does not translate finite sets whose cardinalities are not the lengths of initial segments on which the permutation p is fixed.
We now define the translator τ of the theorem as follows, for all i:
(ii) Otherwise let m=r' (~1} (i); to get the wth element of W τ{t)9 run i and m until both have enumerated n elements; if and when CHARACTERIZING THE ORDERS CHANGED BY PROGRAM TRANSLATORS 487 this happens, put out the nth element enumerated by m.
Then for all i in the range of τ', -< r(<) is a p-permutation of < t . In view of the order isomorphism theorem of [3] , all orders of every infinite r.e. set appear infinitely often in every enumeration technique. Clearly for Turing machines, if < { is such an order and Wi happens to be infinite, we can find V such that W? = Wi and -< r is a ^-permutation of < t . Since < r is also a p-permutation of < v m), we see that •<< = < Γ / (< ,. Thus since all orders for every infinite set are in the range of τ', τ changes all orders of every infinite set by p.
Theorem 1 shows that permutations which permute initial segments can be realized by translations. It is natural to ask what other permutations can be realized. There is a sense in which every permutation can obviously be realized if we know that W t is infinite or if Wi is infinite and happens to be enumerated "quickly/' then as observed at the end of the preceding proof we can change the order < t in any way we please. On the other hand, if we do not a priori know whether W t is infinite and if p does not permute infinitely many initial segments, then intuitively it would seem impossible for any uniform method, and hence for any translator, to change the order of Wi by the permutation p since it would appear necessary for the translator to periodically make judgments as to whether W t is finite or infinite in order to effect the permutation. This is essentially the content of our next theorem: Proof. (Recall that Ai(n), defined in [3] and in [6] , is, intuitively, the time required for program i to enumerate n elements.) Note that if p is a permutation which does not permute initial segments and if < τ{k ) is a p-permutation of < k , (with W k infinite), then for all but finitely many n, {e\e is one of the first n elements of W τ{k) } Φ{e\e is one of the first n elements of W k }.
Using this fact we can define the function b of the theorem by diagonalizing over the run times of all sets j for which τ changes the order of j by some permutation which does not permute infinitely many initial segments:
, and for all r such that m ^ r < n {the first r elements of TF, } ^ {the first r elements of W τ{j) ) .
For any translator τ this 6 is a total recursive function. (Note that if {the first r elements of W d } Φ {the first r elements of W τij) } then Wj and W τ{j) have at least r + 1 elements.) For all i, if < τ{i) is a ^-permutation of -<* for some p which does not permute initial segments, then A^ri) < δ(w) almost everywhere. (Just as with Theorem 1, because of the order isomorphism theorem of [3] , the extension of Theorem 2 to translations between any two standard indexings of the r.e. sets is immediate.)
As a corollary to Theorem 2, we observe that if p is a permutation which does not permute initial segments, then for any translator τ, there are many orders of enumeration which τ fails to change by p:
COROLLARY. Let p be any computable function which fails to permute infinitely many initial segments, and let τ be any translator. Then there are infinite sets Wi such that τ does not permute any order of enumeration of Wi by p. Also, for every infinite set W if Wi has some orders of enumeration which τ does not permute by p.
Proof. It is well known that some infinite r.e. sets are difficult to enumerate (for every order of enumeration). (See, e.g., [6] .) Furthermore, it is proven in [3] that every infinite r.e. set has some orders in which it is difficult to enumerate the set. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 2.
We close by extending the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to provide a complete characterization of the orders which can be changed by program translators: Proof. The proof of (a) is an obvious and easy extension of the proof of Theorem 1. One begins by using order-padding [3] , to obtain from Xi < t an infinite listing XiXj < <iιj> such that if W t and Pj are infinite then < £ = << ί , i >. One then calculates τ' exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, except that one replaces i by (i, j) and p by Pj. That is, one attempts to permute the order < <ijj> by the permutation Pj. Since this construction is uniform, there is no difficulty in so computing τ' and τ. The proof is now exactly as the proof of Theorem 1, except that we must consider the possibility that Pj is finite. But in this case, we still have that W^^j^W^^y and that some initial segment of -<«,,-> is a p r permutation of < τ , {i ,j). Thus the proof still reads exactly as the proof of Theorem 1, with (i, j) replacing i, {%', j) replacing i r , and p 3 -replacing p. To prove (b), we observe that, given τ, we can, for each i, begin listing the permutation p t which permutes in the obvious way the longest initial segments of < t and -< r(<) on which -<< and -< r(<) do permute the initial segments. It is clear that if W t is finite, Pi is a finite permutation which correctly permutes -<* and -< r(t ). If Wi is infinite and A € is sufficiently slow, then by Theorem 2 -<* and < τii) differ by an infinite permutation which permutes initial segments and Pi must be this permutation. To complete the proof we observe that if Wi is infinite but -<* and -< Γ(i ) do not differ by a permutation which permutes initial segments (which can only happen if A t is fast), then p t will obviously be finite, proving (b).
In closing, we remark that the translators τ of Theorem 1 and of 3(a) can (using order-padding [3] ) via the usual sort of isomorphism proofs, be constructed to be isomorphisms. On the other hand, in Theorem 3(b), we cannot obtain a more elegant characterization by requiring each of the P/s to be an infinite permutation which permutes initial segments, essentially because we can code into such a sequence p Q , p lf p 2 any enumerable sequence of computable functions, each of whose domain is some finite or infinite initial segment of the integers; since we can obtain every total recursive function in such a sequence, if we could then eliminate the finite permutations we would have an enumeration of all the The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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